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Abstract— In this paper, we present a solution to the problem
of scaling MANETs beyond 100 nodes, while providing service
levels comparable to cellular networks. Flat MANETs are limited
to about 100 nodes due to the high overhead of control traffic and
the high inefficiency of multi-hop forwarding (Gupta-Kumar
bound). Hierarchical (such as cellular) networks scale
indefinitely, but do not provide uniform geographic coverage,
and require pervasive infrastructure. Assuming a minimal
infrastructure consisting of a fixed long-range radio, we have
developed a networking system called MIANET that efficiently
exploits the limited resources of this infrastructure. Specifically,
MIANET drastically limits the control traffic overhead by (1)
identifying “operating regimes” within the MANET that share
common network and application requirements; and (2) tailoring
data forwarding protocols based on the operating regime.
Moreover, MIANET maximizes the benefits of fixed wireless
radio by selecting to forward over this radio the data and control
traffic requiring the most MANET resources (such as longest
MANET paths). We have shown in emulation experiments that
MIANET increases the maximum MANET size providing
acceptable goodput from 100 to at least 500 nodes, compared to
standard MANET forwarding using link-state routing or
flooding.
Keywords – MANET, Scaling, Fixed Wireless, network operating
regime, protocol tailoring, hybrid networks, MIANET.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Tactical networks rely on mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs)
where fixed infrastructure is unavailable. The proliferation of
specialized MANET protocols adapted to particular operating
conditions (with none of them scaling significantly beyond
O(100) nodes for all conditions) suggests that no single
MANET protocol can support a large-scale deployment
without significant tailoring. There are three main obstacles to
MANET scaling. First, large non-hierarchical networks require
long average paths between nodes ( √
for 2D mesh
networks with N nodes), and thus the average goodput in a
MANET with uniformly distributed flows decreases as
1⁄√ (Gupta-Kumar bound).
Second, MANETs are unable to support the accumulated
control signaling overhead that occurs in large dynamic
networks (link state traffic grows as
per node, where
M is the average number of neighbors per node, and F is the
frequency of link state updates). When control signaling is
intentionally scoped, imprecise data forwarding caused by the
reduced signaling counters any achieved gains. A third
problem is that network performance is highly dependent on
user, topology, and operational conditions. No single or
hybridized solution can accommodate the range of situations.
Therefore, stable solutions are required that can efficiently
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incorporate multiple MANET algorithms and manage their use
in appropriate operational regimes.
Cellular networks achieve unlimited scaling by using fixed
wireless connected by wired infrastructure, and by limiting the
wireless portion of end-to-end paths to only one or two hops.
However, this solution is designed for serving concentrated
populations, while tactical MANETs are required to cover
large geographical areas. Adding a fixed wireless infrastructure
with long range radios to MANETs can provide such coverage.
But the limited capacity and limited geographic placement of
such radios (unlike the ubiquitous cellular towers) eliminate
the simple (cellular) solution of all traffic being serviced
through the infrastructure. An efficient solution would combine
MANET forwarding with selective use of the fixed wireless
infrastructure, and with specific adaptation to network
conditions and traffic characteristics.
In this paper, we present the principles, design and
performance of the “Mobile Infrastructure-assisted Ad-hoc
Network” (MIANET) system we developed to address the
above challenges and provide MANET scaling to 500-5000
nodes. The MIANET architecture combines multiple datasharing protocols, aligns their signaling to match local
conditions, efficiently exploits fixed wireless infrastructure,
and supports unicast and multicast on standard and legacy IPbased applications. Based on team research [M11], our central
innovations (1) identify “operating regimes” within the
MANET that share common network and application
requirements; and (2) tailor protocol control signaling and data
dissemination algorithms based on the operating regime.
We have demonstrated regime identification and quantified the
initial performance gains obtained through protocol tailoring.
Specifically, we developed local and global regime
classification algorithms that efficiently distinguish between
quasi-stable and dynamic network regions. Based on the
classification, each node selects in real time the most efficient
strategy for data forwarding that is effective in those network
conditions. This approach significantly increases scalability
over a “one size fits all” solution. Specifically, we
demonstrated substantial gains with only a limited set of data
forwarding strategies: stateful routing and stateless flooding.
Using a 500-node EMANE-based wireless emulator, MIANET
tailoring of forwarding strategies demonstrated 3x gains over
any single homogenous forwarding strategy. Moreover,
adding fixed infrastructure demonstrated 2x additional
performance gain by reducing control-signaling overhead for
the MANET radios. An additional 2x to 4x throughput gain
was observed when long-range selective data forwarding over
a fixed wireless radio is introduced.
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Maany MANET algorithms
a
hav
ve been propossed over the past
twoo decades [A02
2][A05][A09], aiming to redu
uce control trafffic
in m
mobile network
ks with limited
d capacity. Flooding algorithm
ms
usee no control staate, but are verry inefficient in
n large network
ks.
Muulti-path forw
warding pro
ovides partiaally redundaant
trannsmission that mitigates lossees due to inacccurate forwardiing
in ffast-changing MANET
M
topollogy. In our recent work [F10],
[F112-1], [F12-2]], we have developed
d
integrated routin
ngtrannsport system
ms (CONCERT
TO, BRAVO)) based on the
t
conncept of netw
work coding an
nd multi-path forwarding th
hat
shoowed several-fold gains in
n goodput co
ompared with a
stanndard OLSR/S
SMF/NORM systems
s
in nettworks up to 35
moobile nodes. [D
D12] combines OSPF single-p
path routing with
w
loccalized floodin
ng in areas off high mobilitty. Their resu
ults
shoowed that adap
pting the protoccol to the chang
ging network can
c
proovide performaance gains in 30-node
3
netwo
orks. None of the
t
aboove systems scaled
s
beyond 100 nodes in
n highly mob
bile
nettworks, and did
d not consid
der the additio
on of long-ran
nge
raddios.
Hyybrid networks combining MANETs
M
with additional fix
xed
infr
frastructure werre considered in [D02], [L03], [T04], [Z05].
Theese efforts assu
ume a single flat,
f
connected MANET and do
nott consider conttrol plane overh
head, which haas been shown
n to
be costly and to significantly
s
im
mpact data plan
ne performancee in
statteful protocols [P00], [A04
4], [T10]. MIANET
M
explo
oits
infr
frastructure link
ks for data plaane transfers, but
b does so in
n a
uniified utility-baased frameworrk that includees signaling and
a
conntrol overhead,, and the need
d to bridge to nodes
n
that wou
uld
othherwise be discconnected with
hout infrastructture use. The use
u
of infrastructure to partition a large MANE
ET into a set of
inteerconnected (b
by infrastructurre) smaller MA
ANETs, also has
h
advvantages in thee control plane.. Link state bro
oadcast and oth
her
nettwork-wide services (e.g., name
n
translation and conten
ntloccation) are locaally scoped to the individuall MANET, wh
hen
theey are then seerved using in
nfrastructure. This
T
avoids full
f
MA
ANET-wide broadcast
b
that is known to
o cause scaliing
prooblems [A04]. Approaches such
s
as Fishey
ye routing [P00],
[A004] mitigate th
his problem forr routing state, but still perform
MA
ANET-wide lin
nk-state broad
dcasts for each
h node (at low
wer
ratees) and cannot be used for ad
dditional netwo
ork services su
uch
as content locatio
on. MIANET’ss use of infrasttructure links for
f
conntrol traffic reaaps the addition
nal advantage of
o having a quaasicenntralized netwo
ork view for operating
o
regim
me identificatiion
[M
M11] and consistent routing [J0
08].
In the next sectio
on, we detail our
o approach based
b
on netwo
ork
reggime identificaation, protocol tailoring and selective use of
fixeed, long-range radio, and outtline the architeecture and desiign
of the MIANE
ET system. Section
S
III introduces the
t
perrformance ev
valuation fram
mework based on netwo
ork
em
mulation, and in Section V we present and analyze a
reppresentative sett of our resultss. Section VI concludes
c
with
ha
sum
mmary and futu
ure work.
II.

THE MIA
ANET APPROAC
CH

Thee MIANET system aims to address
a
the threee main problem
ms
witth scaling MA
ANETs discusssed earlier. Th
he fixed wireleess
infr
frastructure can
n mitigate the inefficiency of
o long MANE
ET
patths and the rou
uting control ov
verhead, but ussing it to relay all
trafffic is not posssible, given itss limited capaccity. Later in th
his

NET selects thhe data and
sectionn, we describee how MIAN
controll traffic with thhe highest utilitty to forward oover the fixed
wirelesss radio.

Figurre 1: Network sttate strategies beest suited for varrious
netwoork conditions.

While M
MANETs exhiibit high variattions in user, topology, and
operatioonal conditionns, significant performance ggains can be
achieveed if forwarrding strategiees are adaptted to such
conditioons. This obsservation is baased on our teeam’s recent
researcch [M11] that categorized thhe performancce of stateful
and staateless ad-hoc protocols in vvarious networrk conditions
(Figuree 1, adaptedd from [M111]). When liinks change
frequenntly, link-state signaling (e.g.., in OLSR) cann overwhelm
the netw
twork, resultingg in poor dataa plane perform
mance [A04].
Hence, flooding (shown in the highher right quadrrant of Figure
1) is aattractive. Connversely, whenn paths are staable, stateful
MANE
ET routing incuurs relatively low overhead and delivers
data m
more efficientlyy than floodingg. For this reaason, stateful
routingg (e.g., OLSR) is preferred.
The abbove observatioons were draw
wn from characcterization of
entire networks andd from perfoormance analyysis of each
protocool controlling that networkk. A principaal MIANET
innovattion is to use multiple protoocols simultanneously, each
active iin different paarts of a netwoork. Specificallly, MIANET
(1) idenntifies the operrating regime oof each networrk region, (2)
maps eeach regime to a particular foorwarding prottocol, and (3)
activatees that protocool in the correesponding netw
work region.
Thus, M
MIANET usees the most eefficient protoccol for each
networkk region, providing an averaage network gooodput higher
than anny single protoocol controllingg the entire neetwork, as we
show inn Section V.
In the first phase off MIANET deesign, we havee focused on
adaptinng the local fo
forwarding prootocol to the ffrequency of
changee of local topoology. Specificcally, we havee defined the
followiing Dynamicitty metric to ccharacterize thhe degree of
changee of a node’s linnks at a given ttime:
,

∑
∑ 1

,
,

where
is thee link quality m
measured betw
ween nodes i
,
and its neighbor j at tiime t.
The M
MIANET netwoork classifier is a distributeed algorithm,
executeed in each nnode. It gets its
inputs from
,
measurrements perform
med by an OL
LSR instance ruunning at that
node. G
Given that O
OLSR reports link quality aas a moving
averagee of instant meeasurements (eeffectively a tiime integral),
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thee MIANET algorithm
a
com
mpensates by using the tim
me
derrivative of the local
l
Dynamicity:
, ⁄

 n’s neighborh
hood is dynamic,

whhere τ is a thresshold dependin
ng on the frequeency of link staate
meeasurements. For
F nodes classsified as dyn
namic, MIANE
ET
asssigns a flood forwarding sttrategy, otherw
wise it activattes
forrwarding using
g routing (shorttest path). This hybrid strateegy
enaables MIANET
T to provide network-wide
n
connectivity
c
with
w
a llow rate of link-state upd
dates. This lo
ow frequency is
suffficient for acccurate routing in non-dynamiic regions, wh
hile
floooding in dynaamic regions avoids lossess from incorreect
patths. MIANET
T uses the typical update freequency of on
nce
eveery 5 seconds, which generrates approxim
mately 80Kb/s of
conntrol traffic in a network off 5000 nodes, with an averaage
neiighborhood sizze of 4 links peer node (the ty
ypical size of liink
statte information
n is 12 Bytes per
p link). Thiss level of contrrol
trafffic is less than
n 1% capacity of typical MA
ANET radios, and
a
thuus not an issue for MANET sccaling.
Mixing routing and
a flood forw
warding in th
he same netwo
ork
preesents practicaal issues, solved in MIANE
ET as shown in
Figgure 2. We use the OLS
SR extensible framework for
f
com
mbining routin
ng and flooding
g in the same system
s
and usiing
OL
LSR’s link quaality calculatio
ons as inputs to the MIANE
ET
classifier. Once th
he classificatio
on decision is made,
m
one of the
t
forrwarding strategy is activated
d and the data path
p is directed
d to
thaat module. Sho
ortest path rou
uting is native to OLSR, wh
hile
floooding is perrformed by the BMF (B
Basic Multicast
Forrwarding) plug
gin. We use BMF’s
B
mechaniism for duplicaate
paccket detection and suppressio
on even when routing is activ
ve,
since duplicate packets can come from neighbors usiing
floooding.

F
Figure 2: MIAN
NET design of hy
ybrid forwarding
g using the
O
OLSR plugin fraamework.

Thee multitude off applications hosted
h
in largee MANETs (10
0050000 nodes) requ
uires service th
hat can amoun
nt to 100Mb/s to
10G
Gb/s of user goodput.
g
Forw
warding all thiss traffic over the
t
fixeed wireless (ceellular strategy
y) that has a ty
ypical capacity of
10--50Mb/s is not an option. The
T hybrid straategy adopted in
MIIANET is to forward
f
only the
t highest-cosst flows (longest
hopp paths using the most netw
work Tx per delivered
d
pack
ket)
oveer the fixed radio node, leaving the short-path
s
flow
ws
forrwarded in MA
ANET. This strategy maximizzes the efficien
ncy
of MANET forwarding,
fo
as
a measured by the to
otal
trannsmissions perr packet deliverred, averaged over
o
all MANE
ET
trafffic.
Thee mechanisms used in MIAN
NET to selectiv
vely forward daata
andd control traffiic over fixed wireless
w
are sho
own in Figure 3.

Figurre 3: Design of M
MIANET traffic control over thee fixed
wireleess radio.

LSR default beehavior (shorteest-path routinng) is to pass
The OL
all flow
ws through the fixed wirelesss node since inn this case all
paths hhave two hopss. In order to have only lonng-path flows
routed over fixed wirreless, MIANE
ET increases thhe cost of the
fixed w
wireless links bby lowering theeir LQ. This iss achieved by
setting the LQmulttiplier parameeter (availablee in OLSR
configuuration) to a vaalue smaller thhan 1. For exam
mple, a value
of 0.3 m
makes flows haaving MANET
T paths shorter than 10 hops
avoid the fixed w
wireless nodee. A real-tim
me adaptive
mechannism under devvelopment uses a feedback controller that
measurres the availabble capacity oof fixed wireleess node and
adjusts its links’ LQ
Q multiplier wiith the goal off achieving a
fixed w
wireless utilizaation of a giveen level (80% in our case).
As in aany control systtem, stability iis an issue to be considered,
and wee are designing a PID controlller to address iit.
Controll traffic (OL
LSR Topologyy Control [TC
C] messages
containning link statee updates) caan also be stteered to be
forwardded through ffixed wirelesss. This strateggy increases
overall network effficiency if thhe fixed radioo has some
broadcaast capability. For example, in a network w
with N nodes,
M neigh
ghbors per nodee and F link staate updates perr second, in a
pure M
MANET (without fixed infrastructure), eachh node gets at
least NM
NMF bits/s andd transmits the same, for a tootal of 2NMF
per nodde. If fixed wirreless gets all liink state updattes and relays
to all nnodes via omnii broadcast, theen each node ggets the same
NMF, bbut only transm
mits MF bits/s, for a total off (N+1)MF, a
significcant savings ccompared to abbove. If the fi
fixed radio is
directioonal with a certain bbeamwidth, itt needs S
(=360°//beamwidth) ttransmissions to broadcast tto all nodes.
Still, eaach MANET nnode only requuires (N+1)MF
F load, since
only oone (out of SS) directional Tx occupies its channel.
Anotheer benefit of uusing the fixed radio to broadcast control
messagges occurs inn MANETs uusing CDMA radios with
uncoorddinated Tx schedules, wheere losses duue to hidden
terminaal collisions arre common. Inn this case, thee short (twohop) diissemination oof link state iss much more eefficient than
multi-hhop flooding.
In MIA
ANET we assume that thhe fixed radiio has both
directioonal and omni Tx capability, and thus, steering control
traffic through the fixed wireless is beneficiaal. MIANET
achievees this (Figure 3) by adjustinng the OLSR’s MPR (Multi
Point R
Relay) willinggness parameter to a highh value (for
examplle the maximum
m value 7). Thhe effect is thatt all OLSR in
all otheer MANET noodes will direect the floodinng of the TC
messagges to the MPR
R with the highhest willingnesss, namely the
fixed w
wireless node.
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IIII.

EVALUATIION FRAMEWOR
RK

In tthe rest of this paper, we pressent an experim
mental evaluatiion
of the MIANET
T system in several configu
urations with an
inccreasing featu
ure set, comp
pare it with single-protoccol
forrwarding, and show
s
its scalab
bility in a set off mobile netwo
ork
sceenarios with sizzes from 100 to
o 500 nodes.
A. Emulation Sysstem
Wee performed our experiments in an em
mulated wireleess
moobile network (Figure 4) con
nsisting of Ex
xtendable Mob
bile
Add-hoc Emulator [EMANE] distributed
d
wireless emulatiion
sofftware running in a set of Lin
nux-based plattforms connectted
witth high-speed LAN.
L
Each mo
obile node has a MANET rad
dio
usinng 802.11 con
nfigured in peerr mode (withou
ut a base statio
on)
andd using local broadcast (RT
TS/CTS disabled), and a rad
dio
connnected to thee fixed wireleess station. Various
V
MANE
ET
sceenarios are reaalized through
h a set of paathloss files th
hat
desscribe radio propagation characteristics between any tw
wo
noddes as function
n of time.

distancce of 50m and mobile nodess have an averrage speed of
70Km/hh.

Figu
ure 5: 100-nodee network with ddiverse mobility and traffic

Each nnode has a 8022.11 radio at 11Mb/s and 60m
m range, and
the fixeed wireless hass a capacity off 20Mb/s and 220Km range.
Data trraffic is compposed of 16 viideo flows beetween nodes
uniform
mly distributedd in the netwoork. Of this, 112 flows are
“short,”” with averagee source-destination distance of 280m and
8 MAN
NET hops, andd 4 flows are “long,” with average path
length oof 1100m and 30 hops.

Figure 4: Emulation
E
system
m for MIANET performance
p

In order to scale our experimeents to 500-node networks, we
w
connfigured our emulation
e
with
h 25 nodes perr platform. Eaach
nodde’s software (including
(
MIA
ANET routing,, forwarding, and
a
appplications) runss in a Linux co
ontainer, thus enabling
e
separaate
rouuting tables without
w
the use
u
of heavy
y-weight virtu
ual
maachines. We allso customized
d the EMANE
E Over The Air
A
(OT
TA) wireless packet processsing module to not transm
mit
pacckets from a node outside itss platform, if all
a the nodes th
hat
cann receive a nod
de’s signal are emulated insiide that platforrm.
Thiis improved EM
MANE’s capacity to simulatte wireless trafffic
by 5x.
B. Scenarios
obile network scenarios, wheere
Wee have generatted a set of mo
reggions of stablee topology allternate with regions of hiigh
moobility. For exaample, in Figurre 5, we show a network of 100
noddes, where two
o 5x5 grids arre static and th
he other two are
a
moobile. In thee same figu
ure, we sho
ow MIANET
T’s
chaaracterization of
o each node: nodes
n
classified dynamic are in
redd. We observe that some staatic nodes (neiighboring mob
bile
noddes) are classsified as dynaamic, which is
i correct, sin
nce
dynnamicity is a property
p
characcterizing a nodee’s links, and not
n
its movement.
Wee performed em
mulation experiiments with a range
r
of netwo
ork
sizees (100, 225, 400
4 and 500 no
odes) having a number of flow
ws
prooportional to their respectiv
ve size. Figurre 6 shows the
t
toppology of a 500-node
5
netw
work with staatic and mob
bile
reggions and the distribution of
o application flows, includiing
botth short- and long-MANET
T routes, and traversing bo
oth
stattic and mobilee regions. Neig
ghbor nodes are
a at an averaage

Figu
ure 6: 500-node network with diiverse mobility aand traffic

IV.

D ANALYSIS
RESULTS AND

In the following, w
we show the performance oof MIANET
servicinng the flows in the above scenarios, compared with
uniform
m, single-protoocol configurattions. First, in the network
of 100 nnodes (Figure 5) with 4 shortt and 2 long UD
DP flows, we
configuured the same protocol (routiing or floodingg) throughout
the netw
work. All flow
ws had the sam
me send rate, vaaried between
experim
ments from 8 to 80Kb/s (X
X axis in Figgure 7). We
measurred the receivved rate and pplotted on thee Y axis the
averagee goodput rattio (received/ssend) over alll flows and
durationn of experimennt.
First, we observe that OLSR routing has the lowest
perform
mance, due to tthe high frequeency of link chhanges in the
dynamiic regions, prroducing incorrrect routes foor link state
update interval of 5 sseconds. Floodding provides hhigh goodput
at low--flow rates (8 aand 16Kb/s) siince packets arre transmitted
over anny existing paath. As expeccted, flooding performance
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droops rapidly for higher flow raates, as the netw
work is saturatted
by the aggregate flooding
f
transm
missions.

ET using only network classsifier and protoocol selection
MIANE
(“LQ cclassifier” line)) provides almost the same ggoodput as in
the smaaller network, bbecause floodinng traffic is isoolated to each
dynamiic region and thus does nott compound too a networkwide laarger load. Thee small perform
mance degradattion is due to
the higgher control ovverhead (link sstate updates) in the larger
networkk. Thereforee, moving coontrol traffic tto the fixed
wirelesss (“LQC+FW
W Control”) reesults in averrage goodput
close too the 100-nodde case. Similaarly, routing thhe long flows
over fixxed wireless (““LQC+FW Conntrol+Data”) provides nearoptimall goodput, sinnce the aggreggate of the loong flows is
within tthe fixed wirelless capacity, aand the short fl
flows are well
served bby the regionall flooding.

F
Figure 7: Perform
mance of MIANET and homogeeneous protocol
ddeployment in 10
00-node network
k.

c
and protocol
p
selectiion
MIIANET, using the network classifier
(“L
LQ classfier” in
n Figure 7), is able to provide a goodput raatio
higgher than routiing because using
u
flooding in the dynam
mic
zonnes avoids lossses from inco
orrect routes. Still,
S
flooding is
bettter at low raates, as it avo
oids all possiible losses fro
om
inccidental route changes at dynamic zo
one boundaries.
MIIANET is moree efficient at hiigh flow rates, by using routiing
in tthe static region
ns.
Whhen we added control forwarrding over fixeed wireless to the
t
MIIANET classiffier (“LQC+FW
W Control” in
n Figure 7), the
t
perrformance incrreased for all flow rates, ass some MANE
ET
resources were freed.
f
Still, performance detteriorates at hiigh
ratees mainly becaause the long flows
f
take sign
nificant MANE
ET
banndwidth along many hops, an
nd they are mo
ore likely to lo
ose
pacckets from colllisions over th
he high numbeer of hops. Theese
prooblems are add
dressed by furth
her adding seleective forwardiing
of llong flows oveer fixed wirelesss (“LQC+FW
W Control+Dataa”),
andd MIANET acchieves acceptaable goodput ratio
r
for all flo
ow
ratees.

F
Figure 8: Perform
mance of MIAN
NET and homogeeneous protocol
ddeployment in 22
25-node network
k.

Ouur 225 node sceenario was bassed on a 15x15
5 grid with thrree
moobile regions, 6 short and 3 long
l
flows, witth the same seend
ratees and similar path lengths as
a above. In Fiigure 9 we sho
ow
thee average go
oodput ratio achieved by single-protoccol
connfigurations an
nd MIANET. We
W observe sim
milar trends as in
thee 100-node netw
work scenario, but the MIAN
NET advantagee is
inccreased. The ro
outing perform
mance has decrreased due to the
t
inccreased contro
ol traffic in the
t
larger network. Floodiing
perrformance has decreased as well,
w
given thatt an aggregate of
moore flows conteend to the sam
me radio capaciity at each nod
de.

Figurre 9: Performancce of MIANET aand homogeneouus protocol
deployyment in 400-noode network.

In the 400-node scennario (20x20 nnodes, 4 mobiile regions, 8
short fl
flows, 4 long fflows), we obsserve a continuuation of the
above ttrends. Homoggeneous routinng or flooding provide very
low goodput given thhe large overheead of control traffic or the
large aaggregate of all flows floooding the enttire network.
MIANE
ET continues to provide aalmost the saame average
goodpuut as for the ssmaller networrks, and the bbenefit of the
single ffixed long-rangge radio continnues to apply to this larger
networkk.

Figurre 10: Performannce of MIANET
T and homogeneoous
protoccol deployment iin 500-node netw
work.

In the 500-node netw
work (25x20 nnodes, 6 mobilee regions, 12
short fl
flows, 4 long fflows), we obsserve the higheest MINAET
benefit (Figure 10). H
Homogeneous rrouting or floodding continue
to degrrade in perform
mance compareed to 400-nodee case, given
their inncreasingly hhigh overhead of control oor aggregate
floodinng traffic. On th
the other hand,, MIANET’s aassignment of
protocools to regionaal conditions ensures averaage goodput
almost unchanged frrom the 400-nnode case. Addding routing
control over fixed wirreless frees signnificant MANE
ET resources,
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agaain providing high
h
average goodput similarr to the 400-no
ode
casse. Routing thee long flows ov
ver fixed wireleess ensures hig
ghtrannsport successs probability by
b avoiding co
ollision loss ov
ver
patths with a largee number of hop
ps.

F
Figure 11: MIAN
NET provides MANET
M
scaling to
t 500 node
nnetworks

In Figure 11, we show a conso
olidated set of results across all
nettwork sizes, forr the same trafffic rate per flow
w of 40Kb/s. We
W
obsserve MIANET with protoccol selection (“LQ
(
classifier”)
outtperforming bo
oth homogeneo
ous routing an
nd homogeneo
ous
floooding. Combin
ning this with selective
s
routin
ng of control and
a
lonng-path data trraffic over fixed wireless prrovides MANE
ET
scaalability to 500 nodes and possibly beyond.

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our appproach to scalinng MANETs
beyondd 100 nodes byy adapting forrwarding protoocols to local
networkk conditions, and by addiing modest fi
fixed-wireless
infrastrructure. We haave shown thatt local, distribuuted network
classifiication and prootocol selectionn is a much m
more efficient
methodd for data forwarding iin large nettworks than
homogeeneous routinng or floodinng, and its performance
advantaage increases with networrk size. In addition, by
introduucing a single long-range raadio with moddest capacity
further improves daata forwardingg. Specificallyy, if control
traffic is routed overr fixed wirelesss, it enables nnetwork-wide
connecctivity with noo MANET ovverhead, whilee consuming
approxiimately 1.6Mbb/s of its bandw
width. Selectedd data traffic
with loong-hop MAN
NET paths fuurther benefit from fixed
wirelesss by receivinng near-optim
mal goodput w
while saving
MANE
ET resources caapable of servinng many more local flows.
Based oon our analysiss we expect addditional perforrmance gains
when uusing finer-graain protocol deecisions. For eexample, perflow tyype forwardingg decision cann extract moree efficiencies
than ttopology-basedd classificatioon. Flows w
with multiple
destinaations (multicaast) in a regioon can benefitt more from
floodinng than unicast flows. Localitty of content innterest can be
exploiteed for reducinng wasteful doownloads. We will explore
these reefined MANET
T scaling methhods in a futuree work.
[A02]
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MANET
radios

F
Fixed
w
wireless
F
Figure 12: Samp
ple of traffic distrribution for MIA
ANET in
“L
LQC+FW Contrrol+Data” config
guration, 500 node network

Figure 12, we show histograams of traffic samples
In F
s
(Bytess/s)
perr node, in the 500-node netwo
ork. We observ
ve that data trafffic
is using MANE
ET radios at relatively low
w rates, and is
conncentrated aro
ound the dynaamic zones th
hat use region
nal
floooding. Data traaffic is using fixed
f
wireless sparingly, in the
t
few
w nodes that are
a source/desttination of long flows. Control
trafffic is also at relatively low
w rate (200 to 600Bytes/s) and
a
equually distributeed between MA
ANET and fix
xed wireless. The
T
MA
ANET radios distribute
d
local information (llocal link quallity
in TC messages and link probees in Hello meessages) betweeen
neiighbors. The transmission
ns to the fixed wireleess
com
mmunicate thee same local information, and
a
thus havee a
sim
milar low rate. Only the transmission to alll nodes from the
t
fixeed wireless nod
de (not shown in this Figure) has a higher raate
(appproximately 200KB/s),
2
as itt broadcasts th
he aggregate liink
statte updates from
m all 500 nodess.
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